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- Remember to move any vehicles out of the orange parking area behind the NR building by Friday evening (Sept. 7) so that the construction trailers can be moved into the lot. Some spaces in this lot will be available on Monday, Sept. 10. Fencing will be in place on Monday to guide parking.

- The construction group did a walk to identify trees that might be saved around the BNR building if construction work is modified slightly. The group agreed that saving the “Bob Hope” Ponderosa pines on the southwest corner of the building would be possible, but at least two of the three scotch pines on the northwest corner would be removed. The bushes next to the building will be cut to ground level. They will sprout after the project is complete. The memorial trees for George Hart, Alice Stokes and Allen Stokes will be preserved, as well as the two paper birch trees in the interior courtyard. The other courtyard trees will be removed.

- Jacobsen Construction is planning to begin preparing the site for spring construction of the lobby expansion to the west. This work will begin spring semester.
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